4.2.5 Yakuman
Thirteen Orphans KOKUSHI MUSOU Concealed hand with one of each of the 13 different
terminal and honour tiles plus one extra terminal or honour tile.
Nine Gates CHUUREN POOTO Concealed hand consisting of the tiles 1112345678999 in the same suit
plus any one extra tile in the same suit.
Blessing of Heaven TENHO East winning on his initial deal. Concealed kong is not allowed.
Blessing of Earth CHIHO Winning on self-draw in the very first un-interrupted set of turns.
Concealed kong is not allowed.
Blessing of Man RENHO Winning on a discard in the very first un-interrupted set of turns, before the
player has had his first turn. Concealed kongs are also considered to interrupt the set of turns.
Four Concealed Pungs SUU ANKOU Concealed hand with four concealed pungs/kongs. Winning on a
discard is allowed only in case of single wait on the pair.
Four kongs SUU KAN TSU Hand with four kongs.
All Green RYUU IISOU Hand composed entirely of green tiles. Green tiles are: green dragons
and 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 of bamboo.
All Terminals CHINROUTO Hand composed entirely of terminal tiles.
All Honours TSUU IISOU Hand composed entirely of honour tiles.
Big Three Dragons DAI SANGEN Hand with three pungs/kongs of dragons. In case of three melded
dragon pungs/kongs, the player feeding the third set of dragons must pay for the entire hand in case of
self-draw, and split the payment with the discarder in case of win on a discard. See section 3.3.6.
Little Four Winds SHOU SUUSHII Hand with three pungs/kongs of winds and a pair of winds.
Big Four Winds DAI SUUSHII Hand with four pungs/kongs of winds. This hand is rewarded double
yakuman payment. In case of four melded wind pungs/kongs, the player feeding the fourth set of winds
must pay for the entire hand in case of self-draw, and split the payment with the discarder in case of win
on a discard. See section 3.3.6.

